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Description

Hi, and first of all I would like to thank you for developing this homebrew.
Last days I watched several movies, all of them .mkv and I encountered a problem similar to this issue 
http://www.lonelycoder.com/redmine/issues/1483.Why I say similar?Because I watched the attachaments provided in the issue
and it's not like that.The problem is, everytime the movie jumps to another scene location(sorry I don't know to describe this in
proper terms, hope you understand)the A/V difference is like 300-700 for a several seconds then it comes back to normal.Also,
when this happens the bitrate is very high and pausing, seeking backwards-forward or exiting and resumig from where it left
doesn't work.

I can provide you the sample of the movie, but I watched it and no stuttering encountered(neither in the movie related to the sample
scene)

History
#1 - 01/16/2013 02:54 PM - Andreas Smas
- Target version set to 4.2

You're right, it's probably not the same issue.
A sample file would be nice yes.

#2 - 01/16/2013 02:55 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Need feedback

#3 - 01/16/2013 03:54 PM - Andrei Ardeleanu
- File SAMPLE.mkv added

Ok, I think I see the problem. 5 Reframes, right? Anyway I will look for other movie samples that I recently wached and see if they got 5ReFrames.

#4 - 01/16/2013 04:06 PM - Andrei Ardeleanu
- File Ted.2012.1080p.BluRay.x264.DTS-HDChina.mkv.txt added

Ok, another one and same problem.Unfortunately i can't provide sample, this time 4ReFrames.

#5 - 01/27/2013 11:05 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Need feedback to Fixed
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http://www.lonelycoder.com/redmine/issues/1483.Why


I'm not able to reproduce with the sample. There is some minor A/V differences yes, but it's not really noticable.

4.1.456 contains some fixes for video stutter.

It might fix this as well

Files
2013-01-16-122101.jpg 68.3 KB 01/16/2013 Andrei Ardeleanu
2013-01-16-123049.jpg 81.3 KB 01/16/2013 Andrei Ardeleanu
SAMPLE.mkv 85.3 MB 01/16/2013 Andrei Ardeleanu
Ted.2012.1080p.BluRay.x264.DTS-HDChina.mkv.txt 15.5 KB 01/16/2013 Andrei Ardeleanu
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